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PORTA DEL CIELO
100 ml ℮ 3.4 FL OZ

LUXURY BAR SOAP
100 g ℮ 3.4 OZ

FUOCO INFERNALE
100 ml ℮ 3.4 FL OZ

ACQUA SANTA
100 ml ℮ 3.4 FL OZ



NOTTE BIANCA
100 ml ℮ 3.4 FL OZ

ANGELO DI FIUME
100 ml ℮ 3.4 FL OZ

VISTA SUL MARE
100 ml ℮ 3.4 FL OZ

ELEGANZA LUMINOSA
100 ml ℮ 3.4 FL OZ



PHILOSOPHY

Fragrances are able to create or influence an atmosphere, both

consciously and subconsciously, they have the ability to affect our

moods and our impressions. They quicken our senses and form

the character of sentiments. On the route through the world of

perfume creations on the continual search for the ultimate scent

few fascinating creations crossed our way which had a magical

impact. Their irresistible character was determined due to the 

richness of facets and distinctive opulence. Using this know-how

the necessity developed stronger and stronger to present these

fascinating creations to the world of perfume connoisseurs. The

result is a unique selection of excellent and exceptional Eaux de

Parfum that were exclusively created for LINARI by international

top-perfumers. In a fast moving world LINARI makes allowance

to the wish of the individual. Emphasising all that LINARI stands

for, namely unsurpassed fragrances combined with timeless,

modern design. All LINARI products are created by German born

designer Rainer Diersche, starting with the initial shape-forming

concept to the final design of the end product. 





THE PERFUMERS



Based in New York, self-taught French master perfumer 

MAURICE ROUCEL is one of the most admired

perfume designers of the contemporary world. Acknowledged

with awards and widely acclaimed for his versatility and freedom

of style in creating brilliant fragrances, he truly believes in beauty

and sensuality. His unique signature is stream lined, fearless and

courageous creations, in which he retains only what is essential.

Maurice’s creation: ACQUA SANTA

In the world of fragrance the EGON OELKERS name

stands unrestrainedly for discreet luxury, beauty and harmony.

New York, Paris, Geneva and Hamburg, are the stations of 40

years of his creative life. Egon’s style: Extremely sophisticated

compositions yet reserved whilst opulent. Always finely balanced

between fruity, flowery, spicy and woody notes. Egon’s creations: 

ELEGANZA LUMINOSA // VISTA SUL

MARE // FUOCO INFERNALE

Considered to be one of the most inspired perfumers in the con-

temporary time, German-English MARK BUXTON's

creative world is based in Paris. Concentrated passion combined

with precision characterise his strengths. Mystic creations, sub-

versive, provocative, enthused with urban jungle. His creations:

ANGELO DI FIUME // NOTTE BIANCA

// PORTA DEL CIELO



PORTA DEL CIELO

A celestial interaction of opulent fruity notes of sun-ripened 

Calabrian bergamot, juicy pineapple and crispy raspberry merge

with floral accords of delicate freesia and aromatic Indian davana

oil. Gentle aspects of Australian sandalwood and finest Kashmir

wood surround the captivating floral heart note of lily of the valley,

vibrant violet and Tunisian orange blossom. The distinctive 

powdery base notes of white musk, vanilla and enchanting

Venezuelan tonka are flattered by accords of exquisite Siamese

benzoin resin and Andalusian labdanum. Preciously decorated

with 22 carat gold plating, a sophisticated wavy pattern gives 

the heavy glass flacon a timeless modern appeal.

TOP: Calabrian Bergamotte, Pineapple, Indian Davana, 

Freesia, Raspberry // HEART: Lily of the Valley, Violet, 

Kashmir Wood, Australian Sandalwood, Tunisian Orange 

Blossom // BASE: Cedar, Patchouli, Sandal, Amber, Musk // 

PERFUMER: Mark Buxton





ACQUA SANTA

Clean and innocent like crystal-clear holy water, blithe fruity notes

of Sicilian bergamot and cassis with irresistibly warm and spicy

accords of coriander, Javanese patchouli and green leaves that

are captively surrounded by a floral bouquet of finest rose petals,

wild jasmine, precious ylang-ylang, cyclamen and lily of the 

valley with its sensual feminine touch. Aspects of sweet caramel

intertwine with musk, tonka bean and delicate cedarwood to 

emphasise its warm caressing and seductively sensual base. 

Preciously decorated with pedigree 21 carat platinum plating,

bands of different sizes give the heavy glass flacon an avant-

garde appeal. 

TOP: Bergamot, Cassis, Coriander, Green Leaves, Patchouly

// HEART: Rose, Lily of the Valley, Jasmine note, Ylang-

Ylang, Violet // BASE: Caramel, Musk, Tonka, Cedarwood //

PERFUMER: Maurice Roucel





FUOCO INFERNALE 

A likewise multifarious and infatuating composition of tangy 

carnation and herbaceous-earthy aspects of natural myrtle, wild

marjoram, accords of cinnamon bark, birch and labdanum 

raisin. Sweet-spicy olibanum and tonka provide the rich and 

opulent character of the heart note. The distinctive elements of

the leathery fond is accompanied by the combination of Burma 

gurjun raisin and exquisite Atlas cedarwood. White musk and grey

amber round off the composition of with depth and warmth. Pre-

ciously decorated with pedigree 22 carat gold plating, bands of

different sizes give the heavy glass flacon an avant-garde appeal. 

TOP: Carnation, Myrtle, Wild Marjoram, Bouleau Absolue, 

Labdanum Extract, Cinnamon, Warmwood // HEART:

Iris Iron, Tonka Absolue, Olibanum // BASE: Leather 

Notes, Musk, Amber, Atlas-Cedarwood, Gurjun Oil // 

PERFUMER: Egon Oelkers





VISTA SUL MARE 

Irresistible, like the view over an endless blue ocean, the fresh 

citrus notes of Calabrian bergamot, pink grapefruit, lemon and

Italian tangerine join with a cool ozonic accord, ingeniously 

surrounded by a spicy-floral bouquet of red pepper, cloves, lily of

the valley and wild roses. White musk and seductive amber merge

with natural cedar and hints of patchouli to create a sensual, 

elegant base note. Preciously decorated with a filigree pattern of

21 carat platinum plated squares.

TOP: Bergamot, Grapefruit, Lemon, Tangerine, Green 

Notes // HEART: Spicy Oils, Red Berries, Juniper Berry, 

Passion Fruit, Lily of the Valley, Rose, Carnation // BASE:

Cedar, Patchouli, Moss, Amber, Musk // PERFUMER:

Egon Oelkers





ELEGANZA LUMINOSA

The enticing freshness of sun-ripened bergamot, luscious lemon

and lively orange contrasts appealingly with the lavish flow eriness

of finest rose oil, tantalizing jasmine, yellow freesia, powdery iris

and lily of the valley. Warm woody notes of cedar and sandal

merge with the sensual accord of white musk, whilst Javanese

patchouli and amber radiate to emphasise the long-lasting, 

timeless elegance. Preciously decorated with a filigree pattern of

22 carat gold plated squares.

TOP: Bergamot, Lemon, Orange, Green leaves // HEART:

Lilly of the Valley, Freesia, Rose, Jasmine, Iris // BASE:

Cedar, Patchouli, Sandal, Amber, Musk // PERFUMER:

Egon Oelkers





NOTTE BIANCA

Exciting and infatuating like a sleepless night. A delightful inter-

action of delicate fruity accents of pink grapefruit, fresh bergamot

and Italian orange combined with the vitalising spicy notes of star

anise, elixir of absinth, clove, sage and the finest Kashmir wood.

Accords of Haitian vetiver and tonka bean provide a seductive 

sensual character to the base note, highlighted by white musk and

amber. Decorated with three elegant black bands, the spaces 

between are inlaid with a precious 21 carat platinum plating.

TOP: Pink Grapefruit, Star Anise, Basil, Bergamot, Orange //

HEART: Absinth, Clove, Sage, Kashmir Wood, White 

Woods // BASE: Vetiver, Musk, Tonka Bean, Amber //

PERFUMER: Mark Buxton





ANGELO DI FIUME

As ethereal and sensual as an angel. A gourmet of opulent, fruity

notes of wild cherries, raspberries, Italian orange and bergamot

merge with floral accords of ylang-ylang, rose leaves and jasmine,

rounded off with sweet caramel. The complex base note seduces

with Madagascan vanilla whilst smooth accents of finest sandal-

wood and Siamese benzoin resin are subtly flattered by white

musk and patchouli. Decorated with three elegant black 

bands, the spaces between are inlaid with a precious 22 carat 

gold plating.

TOP: Wild Cherries, Bergamot, Raspberry, Orange //

HEART: Ylang-Ylang, Jasmine, Sweet Milk Base, Rose,

Caramel Base  // BASE: Vanilla, Santal, Patchouly, Musk, 

Benzoin Siam // PERFUMER: Mark Buxton





LUXURY BAR SOAP

Envelop yourself in luxury. Based on the Eau de Parfum collection,

LINARI has enhanced the product range with a line of 100g/3.4

OZ scented luxury bar soaps. This extends the pleasure of your

favourite LINARI Eau de Parfum, embracing perfumed bathing 

rituals. Produced using in a high quality, five-rolling operating

process, by a traditional German manufacturer, the plant-based

LINARI Luxury Bar Soap gently cleanses and cares for the skin.

Precious jojoba oil moisturises, and together with the antioxidant

vitamin E, regenerates the natural protective barrier of the skin

after washing. The opulently perfumed LINARI Luxury Bar Soap

creates a rich, creamy and soft lather and provides the skin with

a supple and soft feeling, resulting from the usage of exclusive,

organically farmed palm oil combined with the finest olive oils.

The bar soaps of NOTTE BIANCA, ACQUA

SANTA and VISTA SUL MARE are a natural white

whist  ANGELO DI FIUME, ELEGANZA

LUMINOSA, FUOCO INFERNALE and

PORTA DEL CIELO are a deep, rich black.





              


